OPEN SEASON WITH BIG INDOOR MEET

Kanaly has Entered Seventeen Men in B. A. A. Games Next Saturday—Cold Holds up Trials for Relay Teams

FOURTH POSITION IN DOUBT

If weather conditions exact an abandonment of the program, there is little doubt that the Harvard fixtures will bring out the best in the teams on the program. It is interesting to recall that the B. A. A. plans this Saturday, The Harvard teams which have been decided are the best teams in the country. The Harvard teams which have been decided are the best teams in the country. The Harvard teams which have been decided are the best teams in the country. The Harvard teams which have been decided are the best teams in the country.

Weekly Reports

The Tech was given by Dr. Warren K. Lewis of the Chemistry Department on Thursday, March 12. Dr. Lewis is a member of the faculty of Harvard University and is well known for his work in the field of chemistry.
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